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-----Original Message----From: Mrs GB, Isle of Wight
Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 6:09 PM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Subject: Semi salve testimonial
Dear Karen,
My very nervous cat attracted a bad case of harvest mites this year. Conventional drugs [mite products] had
no effect. In desperation and with a certain degree of scepticism, I bought a pot of the Ruggle-it salve
(knowing that there was little chance of my using the whole system on him). **
After only several applications we noticed a real improvement and he is now a much happier and
generally calm chap and well on the mend. Thank you Karen for your excellent next day service too!
GB, Isle of Wight
** [R&SL comment: for nervous cats, using the salve is totally fine but it can only be put in limited places
so results may be limited too as critters often find the gaps...but thankfully not with Mrs GB's dear lad!
.

Another option that closes the gaps is the “no-rinse-required” sponge-on of a blend of our special shampoo
and salve which gives 'extra strength' protection when only limited applications will be tolerated! It costs
just pennies, is quick to apply, covers large areas & requires no rinse-out.
Cost-Saver. For no extra cost Ruggle-it sponge-on also tells fleas, other mites, lice, ticks & most biting
critters to all “Bog Off” simultaneously. Ruggle-it - one product for umpteen critters & guaranteed free of
Tea Tree & harsh chemicals. Clever Mother Nature.]

Many thanks to Mrs GB for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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